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Debate

Graylingwell Hall
New or Old?

The new Vision for Graylingwell
includes the provision of multifunctional community facilities. The
theatre at Graylingwell has prompted
debate within the community about
whether it should be removed and a new,
flexible building for community, culture
and entertainment (including rehearsal/
performance space) be built or whether
the theatre should be retained and
refurbished.
English Heritage, English Partnerships,
Linden Homes & Downland Housing
Association have all carefully analysed
Graylingwell buildings deserving
retention. Chichester District Council
(CDC) has also made it clear the key
buildings of historic significance are the
Water Tower, Listed Farmhouse, Listed
Chapel, Marchwell Industrial Units
(old farm buildings) and the former
Superintendent’s House. These, along
with the original radial ward buildings
and the architecturally distinctive
Administration Block facing the Chapel
(known collectively as the ‘core’
buildings) will all be retained and their
futre secured by conversion.

The Graylingwell proposals need to
reflect a number of planning policy
objectives and CDC’s aspirations for the
site to be a highly sustainable, welldesigned development with a mix of
residential, community and commercial
uses. The key objectives for the site
are an integrated approach to planning
and design, an organised and accesible
approach to building layout, and the
provision of community facilities of
an appropriate scale and design which
are financially viable to ensure their
long-term sucess for the benefit to the
community.

In relation to the theatre, there are no
planning policy requirements or
proposals that require its retention.
Rather an emphasis is placed on
ensuring that a more appropriate layout
of the core Graylingwell buildings
is established. It is a CDC requirement
for the remaining core buildings at
Graylingwell to be converted to
residential use. The English Heritage
Historic Landscape Characterisation
Report (August 2006) recommended that
the theatre’s removal should be

considered (along with other ancillary
buildings) to enable a better appreciation of
the retained radial wards.
The original Linden / Downland bid for the
site stated that the theatre
would be retained for community use, but it
was not stated that it would be
retained for theatre-use. Soon after the bid
was accepted, an initial view
was quickly reached, bearing in mind
planning policy considerations, that
retaining the theatre would impinge on the
future residential conversion of
neighboring ward buildings, would locate
a key community facility away from its
optimum location and would be costly to run
whilst not delivering the most appropriate
and viable facilities for the community.
At the Community Planning Weekend
(CPW) some participants expressed the view
that the theatre should be retained whilst
others were concerned in relation
to its appropriateness for future use, its
positioning and whether such a large
building could possibly attract enough
uses to ensure its viability into the future.
Following this discussion, it was decided
that on balance the Vision reported back

to the community at the end of the
CPW would show the removal of
the theatre with the provision of a
new flexible community building
including, performance and rehearsal
space, adjacent to the retained chapel.
The developer wishes to create space
which can be used for many differing
functions; these may include use as a
village hall for community or private
social events, church groups and other
local interest groups. It could be used
for the performing arts including music,
dance and theatrical groups.
In conclusion, there are no planning
policy requirements or proposals that
require retention of the theatre building,
rather an emphasis is placed on
ensuring that a more appropriate layout
of the core Graylingwell buildings is
established. The use of the existing
theatre for performance activities
and the associated disturbances from
noise, parking and visitors to the
building would certainly negatively
impact upon the level of local
residential amenity. It is essential that
the community organisation (CDT)
endowed with maintaining the public
facilities, receives financially-viable
assets and it is considered that
refurbishing the Theatre would in
terms of long-term maintenance, be
prohibitively costly. The developing
masterplan therefore proposes the
removal of the theatre and the building
of a new smaller purpose built activity
hall located next to the Chapel within
the heart of the development, away
from the new housing, which could be
used by the whole community for the
community. In light of this, we are keen
to understand how the community will
want to use their hall and to develop
their ideas throughout the planning
process. This article sets out the reason
that the decision regarding the theatre
has been taken by Linden / Downland.
However, we are pleased to be able to
publish two articles by members of the
local community - one arguing for its
retention and refurbishment by former
Mayor, Cllr Ray Brown and one in
support of the removal of the theatre
by Tony Dignum, Chairman of the
Chichester Society.

Old Theatre Graylingwell

- Jewel in the Graylingwell Crown
Along with a number of influential
individuals and groups, I have been
concerned at the rapid change from the
initial views that,
• “the Theatre is an important survival
on the site”
• “its leaded windows and exterior brick
detailing set it apart from the rest of the
buildings”, and
• “it is identified for a community use”,
to the suggestion in the ‘indicative
masterplan’ produced at the open
meeting on March 18th, that it be
demolished.
Fortunately, with The Theatres Trust –
the National Advisory Public Body for
Theatres – now being consulted, we can
be assured that the future of the building
will be looked at in more detail.

Modern mixed-use facility
preferred
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The feedback from the first newsletter was positive and any further comments are
gratefully received. I would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone who has
participated in the community planning process so far, contributing your knowledge,
experience and time. Since we started contacting people earlier in the year we have
had a very positive and helpful response from the Chichester community. This
culminated with a strong turnout at the community planning weekend of well over
300 people with around 200 returning for the report back. Since then people have
continued to give their time to attend the two Forums and the Seeing is Believing trip
to Caterham in June. We have also had contributions to the newsletters - in the last
issue Margaret Whitehead penned an article and in this issue we have one from Ray
Brown and Tony Dignum about the theatre. Thank you all for your time and energy it is greatly appreciated.

In this Issue...

......................................................

Welcome to the second edition of the Graylingwell
newsletter, which we hope you will find informative
and helpful.

The retention of the Theatre is receiving
increased local and national interest and
support. It is true that the Theatre would
need considerable refurbishment and,
to this end, the National Theatres Trust
has asked a leading theatre consultancy
practice to review possible options for
the building. It is hoped they will come
to the conclusion that there is an answer
to the car parking and health and safety
issues, and that its retention will be more
viable than the alternative construction
of a new purpose built venue.

I hope that a separate Community
Development Trust can be set up just for
the Theatre and, although it is early days
yet, the City Council have already shown
a possible interest in being involved with
such a Trust.

Most of us would like to keep as many
of the buildings in the original core of
the hospital as possible as part of the
new community. However, should the
conservation principle apply also to the
former hall or theatre?
Is there sufficient demand to keep the
theatre solvent? The hall is 411 square
metres in size and could hold about 400
people. The typical basic rate for large
room hire in our area for an evening is
at least £1 per head, plus any extras.
How many organisations are able to
afford at least £400 for an evening’s
hire? Certainly not most charities and
other local groups. In the hospital’s
heyday there were over 1,000 patients
on site to provide regular audiences.
Demand would in future have to be
attracted from a much wider area,
mostly by car.
Even if there were sufficient demand
to keep the hall in regular, frequent
use, is the existing building suitable? It
would require significant refurbishment.
Maintenance and energy costs are likely
to be high with an old building built
without regard to energy conservation.
In addition to refurbishment, adequate
new supporting buildings would be
required: catering facilities, toilets,
entrance hall, changing rooms etc.
Noise levels could be a problem for
nearby residents. Access for emergency
vehicles and adequate exits for visitors
could be difficult. Substantial car
parking would be required for visitors
and more traffic would be generated.

Finally, there has already been one
“impossible Theatre” built in Chichester,
why not the retention of another.

Retaining the theatre would crowd
out more flexible and more economic
alternatives. There is only so much
money available for public facilities
from the sums levied by the council on
the developers (Section 106 money).
It is likely the new community would
prefer a modern mixed-use facility,
flexible enough to be adapted to
changing community demands.

Councillor Ray Brown

Tony Dignum

The viability of the Theatre would be
enhanced if some minor repairs were
carried out preventing the worsening of
the building fabric, after all, demolition
has not yet been agreed.

Former Mayor of Chichester

Chairman of The Chichester Society
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Mixed Uses
Masterplan

The Masterplan illustrated here was presented at the last Graylingwell Forum on 11 June. The
masterplan has continued to be developed since the Community Planning Weekend in March
2008 and the design team is still working on the more detailed aspects of the scheme in advance
of an Outline Planning Application in August.

The blue boundary illustrated shows
the extent of the phase 1 development
(the site of the Harold Kidd unit and
Pinewood House are not within the
landholdings). The yellow line indicates
the current settlement boundary and
development shown to the east of this
line will not form part of the Outline
Planning Application.
This plan shows the mixed uses
proposed for the site. These uses
are broadly in line with those which
evolved during the Community Planning
Weekend and further work is being
undertaken to better understand the
viability of some of these uses and to
seek end users.
The layouts of the new residential
development are being worked on
in more detail in parallel with the
development of landscape proposals
focusing on retaining as many trees as
possible and enhancing and enriching the
landscape character of the development.
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Key:
1. Cafe & Changing Facilities (interim
use as Sales Centre)
2. Mixed-use Community Hall
3. Chapel – faith-based use
4. Watertower – Community Use and
Energy Centre
5. Artists Studios & Related Employment
6. Farmhouse – conversion to public
house or alternative use
7. Farm shop / food store
(possible local produce / farm allotment
/ organic)
8. School area including play areas and
drop off point
9. Local Centre - small local shop/
pharmacy with residential above
10. Land outside the settlement
boundary subject to further application
11. Care Home
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Q&A
Q&A covers the main points that
came up at the last Public Forum
on 17th June:
Can the water tower have a wind
turbine on top?

We are keen for the water tower to act
as a beacon; it is a key element on the
Chichester skyline and presents an
opportunity to install something new
that symbolises the redevelopment of
Graylingwell. What exactly this might
be is currently being investigated as part
of the Arts and Culture strategy with the
possibility of commissioning a piece of
art work for this location.

Does every house have a water
butt?

It is anticipated that every home that has
outdoor space is provided with a water
butt to collect rainwater. This provision
contributes towards achieving the credits
required to meet Code for Sustainable
Homes level 4 which is the target at
Graylingwell.

Could the Farmhouse be used as
a pub?

We are currently investigating the future
use of the Farm House in terms of
commercial viability, conversion of the
building especially given its listed status
and contribution and compatibility with
the wider masterplan. This building
does not form part of the Phase 1
detailed planning application and as
part of the Outline Planning Application
we are proposing to apply for a change
of use under a number of different use
categories. This will ensure that there is
sufficient flexibility to enable a range of
different uses to be possible in advance
of a detailed planning application being
submitted for this building.

Will the changing room/restaurant
proposed overlooking Havenstoke
Park be too noisy?
We are proposing a new small pavilion
building overlooking Havenstoke
park on the site of the former Naunton
pavilion. This will be a single storey
building designed to be sensitive to

its parkland setting. We do not expect
this to be a noisy facility since it will
simply provide changing facilities for
the sports uses in the park and a small
café that would be open during the day
light hours. We feel confident that this
use will not be incompatible with the
neighbouring Harold Kidd unit and since
there is sufficient space and screening
between the two areas we don’t believe
this should be a concern.

How will the northern boundary
to phase 1 be treated?

The planned treatment here includes
retaining some of the existing trees but
also planting some new light canopied
trees such as birch and a new hedge. We
are proposing that new gardens back
on to this boundary and new small fruit
trees in these gardens will benefit from
the microclimate against the south facing
fence. A foot and cycle link north to
the eastern side of phase 1 is desired
and its deliverability is currently being
investigated.

Will the developers provide a new
GP Surgery on the Graylingwell
site?
The current view is no as it is highly
likely that a new one will be provided on
part of the NHS Trust land to the south.
Chichester District Council published a
consultation draft document in March
2008 called the North East Chichester
Development Brief Supplementary
Planning Document. Within the NEC
SPD it is stated under paragraph 7.7 that
the Primary Care Trust (PCT) intends to
develop a health care facility on the land
owned by the Sussex Partnership NHS
Trust land to the south of the site. Given
that the land owner, local authority
and the PCT all support this view, we
consider that this robust approach will
probably provide the best route to the
provision of the new surgery facilities in
this part of Chichester.

Can we expect improvements to
bus services in the Graylingwell
area?
We have been in talks with the bus
operator, Stagecoach, on improving

local bus services. It is expected that
the existing bus route number 55 will
be diverted through the Graylingwell
site to pick up passengers from the
new development. Also proposed is a
new bus service which will provide a
direct link between Graylingwell and
the City Centre via Barnfield Drive
and the Portfield Roundabout (close to
Sainsburys).

How are you dealing with
the additional traffic which
will be caused by the future
development?

We are currently undertaking some
traffic modelling, which is not yet
finished. This will outline the precise
impact of additional traffic from the
new development and pinpoint locations
where improvements to local roads are
neccessary to accomodate additional
traffic.
Within the site, there will be restrictions
on rat-running. Only buses will be
permitted to travel through the site
from East to West. Also only a small
proportion of traffic will be able to
use College Lane/Summersdale Road.
This will minimise the impact of the

development on this route.

A key aim is to develop sustainable
patterns of travel from the outset of the
development. We are providing a mix
of community facilities and services
on-site, which will reduce the need
for future residents to travel elsewhere
by car. We are improving pedestrian
and cycle links between the site and
the surrounding area and access to the
site by bus to encourage use of these
methods of travel as an alternative to
the car. Through the Green Travel Plan
future residents will be given incentives
to use alternatives to the private car
and therefore minimising the level
of additional traffic caused by the
development.

Cultural
Strategy

New cultural facilities at Graylingwell including
a multi-purpose hall will enhance Chichester’s
cultural offering
Chichester is a culturally rich and
vibrant city with a wealth of cultural
attractions. Originally a Roman town,
Chichester has visible historic routes
across the city – from the Iron Age
dyke that bisects Havenstoke Park to
the Market Cross that marks the town
centre. In addition, Chichester is home
to a range of visual and performing arts
spaces, organisations and events, and
hosts dozens of theatrical and musical
groups, fulfilling both important local
community functions and acting as a
draw for Chichester internationally.
Futurecity is developing a cultural
strategy for Graylingwell that enhances
the city’s fantastic cultural offer whilst
providing some much needed new
facilities, such as affordable artists
studios and a multi-purpose hall. These
will be made available to the whole
community. Chichester obviously has
the potential to be the “City of the
Arts” that it aspires to be, but there is
more to do and a firm lead needs to be
taken to make these ambitions a reality.
Graylingwell can help, by filling the
gaps and by creating an example, or a
model, of how arts and culture might put
Chichester on the map and could be the
catalyst the city needs to realise bigger
goals. By demonstrating the benefits
of partnership and collective action,
connecting and networking between
the local partners and organisations,
Futurecity’s cultural strategy for the site
will help Graylingwell create a ripple of
energy across Chichester. Graylingwell
will help Chichester find the momentum
to make the most of its assets.
Futurecity’s strategy focuses on
rediscovering and highlighting what
exists, rather than importing new
ideas. Graylingwell should aim to
enhance rather than duplicate, and the
strategy has therefore been developed
in consultation with those that know
the city best – its inhabitants. The
strategy is based around a key idea:
The Well, which will become a cultural
hub for Chichester consisting of the

Farmyard, the Watertower and the
new multi-purpose Graylingwell Hall.
This will all evolve within a context of
social spaces - such as cafes, bars and
community facilities - and enhanced
public realm and civic space projects
such as improved pedestrian paths and
cycle routes. The Well aims to bring as
many creative and engaged people in the
locality together and encourage them to
stay in the area, providing a place for
activity, and social interaction.
The Farmyard (previously referred
to as Marchwell Industrial Units) is
an existing group of buildings, which
could provide affordable studio space
for artists, makers and designers
alongside exhibition and education
facilities and outdoor space for events
and performances. To ensure that the
Farmyard is financially sustainable there
could also be workspaces for the creative
industries such as crafts, antiques,
design and architecture and possibly
office space for some of the cultural
organisations in the area.
The Water Tower is a landmark for
Graylingwell and The Well itself. As
the tower is almost 40 meters high
it provides amazing views across
Chichester and beyond, and would
make a wonderful attraction for local
residents and visitors. Visible for miles
around, the tower is an ideal site for
a specially commissioned art project
that highlights the cultural objectives
of the development. As a new building
will be erected adjacent to the water
tower to house the new energy centre,
the commissioned artwork could also
represent the sustainable ambitions
of Graylingwell – perhaps even being
powered by energy generated on site!
The commission could be a changing
series of works, rather like the Fourth
Plinth in London, and could be organised
as a competition to attract press and raise
the profile of the site before it exists.
The tower itself could house other
cultural organisations, and discussions
are already underway regarding

the possibility of being home to a
community radio station, which could
broadcast across the area, making
the Watertower a focal point for the
community as well as cultural beacon.
Graylingwell Hall would be a mulitpurpose community space, which can
be used for many differing functions,
including amongst others, use as a
village hall for community or private
social events, community meetings for
cubs, scouts, brownies, church groups,
other local interest groups and even
dog-training. It could also be used as
a place of recreation / leisure for yoga,
pilates, judo and karate, perhaps with a
games room for table tennis, pool and
darts. Finally, it could also be used for
practising music (orchestral, opera,
band) as well as dance and amatuer
theatrical groups.
The Well would need to be carefully
managed to ensure that the facilities
are available to all, whilst remaining
financially viable. The current plan is
to establish a Community Development
Trust (CDT) that will be responsible
for overseeing the management of the
buildings and making sure the activities
they provide produce sufficient profit
to maintain itself. Any additional funds
will be invested into the CDT, helping
it achieve its community-driven goals.
Futurecity propose that there is a
cultural representative on the CDT at all
times, to ensure that the facilities, the
programming and general management
remains consistently high. The CDT will
be in a position to employ managers
to run the individual buildings where
necessary or if specialist knowledge is
needed.
In addition to the CDT, Futurecity
propose that an advisory panel, with
representatives from key local arts
organisations, is established for
consultation on all commissioned
artworks, particularly the Watertower.
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Although the cultural venues are the main elements, Futurecity also propose that
the facilities all sit within an environment that is ‘drenched in art’. Walking through
the development should be an uplifting aesthetic experience ,‘embedded in culture’
whether through a series of festivals and events or by implementing a range of
art and architecture collaborations that will bring the site to life, especially during
construction. There are already several festivals in the city that could use the site
and help plan additional events for Graylingwell throughout the year. Temporary
exhibitions would also encourage new audiences and help build Graylingwell’s
identity – drawing on its rich history through activities such as documentation of
the site, an audio tour of the grounds or a mapping project linking it to the wider
context.
Futurecity is keen to involve artists at every stage of the development, working
on the building façades, colour schemes and lighting in collaboration with the
architects as well as creating functional works and street furniture such as benches,
bollards, signage and wayfinding that will form a visual identity for the site.

newsletter

Kitty Anderson

Chichester

Graylingwell

Sustainability is key to the cultural strategy and to Graylingwell itself. We need
to ensure the longevity of the buildings and the wellbeing of the community that
will live, visit and work in them. We hope that all the cultural facilities, events and
commissioned works would promote an awareness of the environment. The aim is
for Graylingwell to be a leader, demonstrating good practice for West Sussex and
beyond.
Project Manager - Futurecity

Contacts

Mark Kerr (distribution) - 020 7529 1700

Kitty Anderson (arts & culture) - 020 7407 0500
Charles Campion (public forum) - 020 7405 1211
Andreas von Zadow (newsletter) - 0049 33209 20833
For more information see
www.graylingwellchichester.com

July
16th July
3rd Public Graylingwell Forum

6 pm, Assembly Room of Chichester City Council

For anymore information on events as
they arise please log on to the website
www.graylingwellchichester.com
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Chichester

The aim of this is to preserve local knowledge and agreement while having access
to a national network of artists. The challenge is to encourage both democracy
(local input) and excellence (the best arts recognised across the world). Futurecity
believes that with sensitive management we can do both.
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